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THE INVISIBLE LEADERS OF SOCIETY



From the
Founder 
& Director

To ensure opportunities for education, health,

nutrition, play, and survival it was thus necessary

to work with the both government and private

sector.

We believe that it is possible to provide timely

and effective support to those hundreds of

children who languish on the streets so that they

are restored with families and those who don't

have a safe and secure environment, provide long

term care with love and affection by our team

through "Rainbow Home" in government school

premises. 

CRDS feels proud to present its Annual Report

2019-2020, which provides you a glimpse of what

we did and achieved this year through our

synergised effort.

We look forward to the next year with confidence

and commitment to our cause. We trust the

support of our donors, the government, well-

wishers, and the community at large continues to

be strong. 

Charity begins at home, but it should not end

there, Do our part and make a change. Every little

bit makes a difference. Let us GIVE!.....whatever

we have!

CRDS was founded and envisions building

a child-friendly society. The organization

seeks sustainable solutions to long-term

problems of ‘street and working children'

through the Rainbow Home approach that

reinforces civil society as well as a

government initiative. Through an array of

empowering measures, it works to open

opportunities for children and improve

their living conditions. We, at present, is

engaged in working with over 100

formerly street children and working

children.

CRDS over the last decade has established

itself as an organization committed to the

welfare and empowerment of children on

the street situations and working children.

The organization has worked with multiple

stakeholders: governmental bodies,

private sector, and national NGOs and

multilateral organizations to create a

platform and an understanding towards

this marginalized and voiceless section of

the society.

CRDS also understands that children on the

streets situtations and working children

sometime unwittingly become part of

corporate supply chains. SADDAM BASHA
                 DIRECTOR
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CRESCENT RURAL DEVELOPMENT SOCIETY started to work on Rural
Development issues since 1993. Initially, CRESCENT RURAL DEVELOPMENT
SOCIETY worked towards integrated Rural Development aspects in Anantapur
Dist. of Andhra Pradesh. Anantapur district has a long and illustrious heritage of
voluntarism starting from 1960. The pioneering works of voluntary organizations
in the district involve models of organization, mobilization, and unionization of
Agricultural laborers, Marginal farmers, marginalized sections of the society i.e.
Dalits, and STs integrated Rural Development, Regeneration of women and
children, Community health, AIDS Awareness, Watershed Development,
Regeneration of De-graded lands and hillocks, etc.

Crescent Rural Development Society (CRDS) is a Non-governmental Voluntary
Organization working in Anantapur District for the socio-economic upliftment of
the socially and economically deprived people. With its main focus on children,
child safety, child education, the organization is committed to the safety and
security of the children and their families. The organization is running a Child
Care Institution (CCI), exclusively for girls taking care of more than 110 girl
children who are coming from deprived communities, single-parent children and
parentless children, Homeless children. The "Rainbow Home" program was
started in the year 2010 with 5 children in the freely offered house in the Driver’s
colony of Anatapuramu. Now the home has grown to a strength of 110 children
over a period of 10 years with long-term care and protection. Ideally, a Rainbow
Home is designed to cater to 100 children. Mostly, at any point of time, we have
more than 100 children as we can’t afford to ignore vulnerable children seen on
the street or referred by a civilian. So far we have impacted around 700 most
vulnerable girl children; most of them have been staying with us and few getting
groomed for a period of 1 - 6 years and were repatriated seeing the improvement
in their family conditions. Thus, we could positively impact around 700 girl
children, who otherwise, would have been in bad hands still on the streets,
victimized, subjugated, and engaged in anti-social activities. Rainbow Homes
Program- ARUN collaborated with CRDS as their local implementation partner to
execute, manage Rainbow Home activities in the district of Anantapur in the state
of Andhra Pradesh. CRDS has also been associated with Rainbow Homes Program
since 2010. We offer services such as protection, shelter, Health, Nutrition,
Education, lifeskill, and Career support through the future program. We ensure
our children groom and become good citizens through our Rainbow Homes
Program which provides holistic and comprehensive care. 

The Introduction
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VISION

T o  e n s u r e  a  s a f e  a n d  h a p p y  c h i l d h o o d  o f  v u l n e r a b l e  c h i l d r e n

o n  t h e  s t r e e t s  t o  h e l p  t h e m  t o  a c c e s s  p r o t e c t i o n ,  e d u c a t i o n ,

n u t r i t i o n  a n d  h e a l t h  c a r e .

F o r  e v e r y  g i r l  c h i l d  t o  g r o w  u p  i n  a  s e c u r e  a n d  j o y f u l

e n v i r o n m e n t  w h e r e  s h e  c a n  f u l l y  d e v e l o p  h e r  t a l e n t s  i n  o r d e r

t o  l e a d  a n  i n d e p e n d e n t  l i f e  w i t h  d i g n i t y .

MISSION

"To bring the socially and economically downtrodden communities into

the mainstream of development by empowering them and build

relationships among themselves for their integrated developments. "

Objectives
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COMPREHENSIVE CARE AT CRDS

RAINBOW HOME

FUTURE 
(CAREERS)

LIFE SKILLS
NUTRITION

REINTEGRATION
INTO 

THE SOCIETY

Children are happy in CRDS Rainbow Home

EDUCATION

HEALTH

PROTECTION
AND SHELTER

ADMISSION IN
RAINBOW HOME
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In line with the objective that a ‘homely’ atmosphere is created for the children in the

Home, CRDS continued its work to give the best care, protection, love and affection

to the children at home to build confidence and self-respect among all of them. This

year the Home took the utmost care to ensure that the children are taken care of by

all means –with a special focus on education, health and all-round development.

This year there were  124 children took resident in the home. We admitted and

welcomed  14· New children with the welcome kits this year.

This year can be termed as a joyous year with several activities being organized at

the same time as tough time due to the global pandemic and lockdown in India.

Comprehensive Care

Long term care-protection

M. Varshitha (9.5), 

G. Manoja (9.3), 

D. Latha (8.7), 

M. Meghana (8.7), 

D. Dhanalakshmi (8.5). 

Education is the process of achieving knowledge, values, skills, beliefs, and moral

habits. For our children, we plan innovative methods to make our children learn with

ease.

We made sincere efforts to ensure that the children prepare at their best for the

examinations. 

On 22nd April the children have completed their Annual examination, and all our

children were promoted to the next class. 

In the 10th class result, the following children passed with good grades 

Education
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Comprehensive Care

Teja (8.28), 

Uma (8.17), 

Sireesha (7.72), 

Suvarna (7.67),

Akhila (7.33).

In Intermediate results also, we are happy to share that all our children passed

Intermediate as follows;

Children were felicitated and were appreciated by the Project Incharge and Donors. 

 All children from Class X and XII expressed their gratitude to all our supporters.

A special drive to improve the educational status of our children was held during the

months of May and June to ensure that the children are well prepared in academics.

Basing on their performance the children are grouped into A, B and C. Special

attention was paid to the children in the C group by providing extra efforts. 

The Home staff went to the school several times and enquired about the performance

of the children with the school Head Master and the teachers. As per their feedback

and suggestions, the Home Staff concentrated and prepared the children. 
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Comprehensive Care
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Health Care

We provide continued care and follow-up on Health
and Hygiene at our Rainbow Home. We ensured all
children have daily baths and the home is cleaned and
mopped daily to maintain hygiene. Similarly, tidiness of
the clothes, regular and timely washing of school
uniforms and casual wear, bed-sheets are also paid
utmost attention. It is worth mentioning that several
skin-related problems were controlled to a maximum
extent through these practices.

We had contacted 4 health-related checkups and
camps such as Dental check-up, ENT checkups, Eye
checkups and General Health Check-up including
blood groups identifying new children. 

In December month, a General Health Check-up camp
was organized in the Home with the support of the
Government Hospital. “Sputum Test & ‘X’ ray” for 124
children have been conducted and to our happiness, all
were tested negative.

After the check-ups, they trained children and staff
about how to clean our surroundings and taught us
how to wash our hands before eating. Also, they
provided awareness on Dengue, cholera, malaria. 

Few children were sick as it was winter they got cold
and cough. We had consulted the doctor and then the
children were normal.
Monitored BMI of all children once in three months.
Some of the children were identified as underweight
and special Nutritious food is being provided to them. 

“Good health is not something we can buy. However, it can be an
extremely valuable savings account.”-Anne Wilson Schaef
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Actually, our home had a total of 124 children.
Out of this only 100 children, who have parents
or guardians, were taken away to homes on
account of global pandemic & lockdown,  since
post lockdown from 22 March onwards on
precautionary grounds due to COVID - 19. 

However, the remaining 24 children were
staying in the Home. We have taken all the
precautions to ensure their health and hygiene
and are maintaining social distance too. For the
10th class especially we were taking special
attention to avoid stress in them. We provided
nutrition food like leafy vegetables, Ragi Malt,
Eggs to all our children.
Covid 19 Precautions - Hand washes two hours
once – Our health worker ensures that the
children are taken hand wash once in two hours.
The children and staffs are also aware of this and
following it strictly. Cleaning Rainbow Home
thrice a day – the children's committee and
house mother cleaned the centre thrice a day
with phenyl and detergent powder. Nail cutting
off the children done every week and cleaning of
personal belongings like bed, bed sheets,
blankets did monthly once.



NutritionThe

10 malnutrition children in this academic year at the home. All the girls are healthy now. 

In weekly meetings, Home Mothers were trained to prepare tasty and nutritious food for the

children and to take special care in hygiene. Every month we conducted a meeting with the home

mother along with the home team members based on the topic “hygienic nutritious and tasty food”

and how to increase the children's knowledge about food intake and to know the importance of

consuming tasty and nutritional food.

Orientation was given on the importance of hygiene and nutritious food by the Food committee and

Home manager. 

Keeping in mind good nutrition, We change the menu every three months. Weekly once we provide

Non-vegetarian food to children and eggs twice a week. Seasonal fruits are also provided to children

once a week.  Occasionally we served special food at festival time. Special events like birthday

celebration, new year celebration and women’s day, etc. During the summer days’ children added

interesting and their favorite dishes to the food chart. Dishes like Pani- puri, Fried rice, Gulab jamun,

Belpuri, etc. Juices like Buttermilk, watermelon juice, fruit Salad, etc., were served to children. It was

prepared at the centre by the cook. 

We gave lite food like java, leafy vegetables for sick children and  Ragi malt, Dry fruits, Milk, seasonal

fruits and proteins food for underweight children. 

“Good nutrition willl prevent 95 percent of all disease"- Linus Pauling
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LIFE SKILLS

CHILDREN PARTICIPATION AND LEADERSHIP

The three-sister group is formed in which the

elder sister takes complete care of his

younger sister. In this way, the children

develop a sense of responsibility. 

Balasabha is conducted every Saturday

wherein we reflect upon the week and

discuss issues pertaining to health, discipline,

behaviors, hygiene and education. Children

also share their views and suggestions during

the Balasabha and express their opinions. 

The reshuffling of all committees had

happened in each quarter, all the committee

members are oriented about the roles and

responsibilities of each committee. 

Life skills are abilities for adaptive and positive behavior that enable

humans to deal effectively with the demands and challenges of life.

Our Home staff named Ms. Mounika and Ms. Pushpalatha had

explained about Life Skills to our children. The children who are

from 6th class to 12th class have participated. Children listened to

them carefully and understood these topics. Through this the child

realized the importance of values and how they are useful in real

life. 

The Children’s committee includes the Sports

committee, Education committee, Food committee,

Health committee, Cleaning committee, Discipline

committee, and Purchase committee. 

In Rainbow Home, children’s participation and

leadership are active through the various children's

committees formed, Balasabha and the sister’s

committee. 

Ms.  R. Sasikala Madam (Novelist) visited our

Rainbow Home to give training on Child Rights.

Madam discussed the Rights, right to life, right to

freedom, right to protection. She had given

awareness on how to improve Human values among

children, to overcome pressure, the importance of

education, career and job in our lives and how to

choose and set goals. 

Our home staff named Mounika and Pushpalatha

had given training on life skills to our children. On

topics namely River of Life, Moolya Mall (Values

Shop) Through this child realised the importance of

values and how it is useful in real life. They also

oriented on POCSO Act.
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CHILDREN PARTICIPATION ANDLEADERSHIP
6 children's clubs were formed i.e. Literacy Club, Sports Club, Laughing Club, Cultural Club and

Garden Club & Drawing Club. These clubs conduct review meetings every fortnight on their

activities and performance.  

Literacy Club has children having literary tastes and creative writing abilities. They also collect

more information from the daily newspapers and share it all with children. Sports Club

concentrates on those who are interested in sports and encourage others to participate in sports.

The cultural club organizes skill-practicing programs and makes other interested children take

part in cultural items like Dances, Songs and Mimicries etc., Children who are in the club are

improving in art forms. The gardening club looks after flowers and Vegetables. Laughing Club

conducts laughing classes by telling jokes and makes all others laugh and be happy. Children are

very happy about these clubs; children are eagerly waiting for Sunday for participating in the club

activities. They are joining in their respective clubs and wholeheartedly participating and learning

enthusiastically.
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 Summer coaching camps have started in our

Rainbow Home on April 1st. The summer

classes have transformed the holiday period

into a learning and fun-filled time for

children. Summer is the best time to keep

children busy in extracurricular activities

which boost their confidence level and will

help them in their overall growth. 

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Summer camp

Beautician Course

 17 children got training in beautician course

on Mehendi Designs, Haircutting, Face Bleach,

makeup, how to color Henna to Hair, etc from

March 1st to June 31st, 2019 for two hours a

day. With this, children became perfect in

beautician course. 

32 children got training in the important skill

of tailoring in preparing women dresses

namely Punjabi dress, blouse, etc. from

March 1st to June 31st, 2019 for two hours a

day. With this, children became perfect in

making dresses and we are happy to share

that they prepared their own dresses. 

Tailoring Course
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Our children have an excellent talent for

making arts and crafts. They are trained

in making artificial flowers with colour

papers, thread bangles and earrings with

silk threads and making different types

of handbags. They prepared all these

materials with their own talent and due

encouragement from the Home

Management.

Our children are excellent in drawings

and in paintings. One of our children

named S. Muthyalu had drawn drawings

very beautifully on charts. 

EXTRA CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

arts & crafts:

DANCE
On the occasion of Ananda Balotsavam in the

month of January 29th, our children who are

studying 7th, 8th and 9th classes participated in

dance programme at District Level. 20 children

from our Home participated in this programme in

which they performed dance wonderfully. Our

children looked good in traditional dresses. They

felt happy for performing at District Level event.
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SPORTS & Games
The

Children were trained in singing, dancing, and Martial Arts. It is made as a part of the curriculum of the

Home. Physical exercise is part of their routine every evening in the form of sports and games to help

them to be strong in their physical fitness on one side and promoting sportsmanship spirit on the other

side.

On 08.12.2019 our Crescent Rainbow home children participated in District level Volley Ball

competitions and won prizes. They are S. Renuka, S. Ayesha, S. Rajeswari, K. Pushpalatha, S. Muthyalu,

D. Cahndini, V. Mounika, S. Aswini, S. Geetha and B. Ramadevi who are from 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th

classes. Rainbow Home staff appreciated the children for their winning at the district level. 

On 12.01.2020 our Crescent Rainbow home children participated in Yoga competitions at the District

level. Our child named Swathi got first prize. At the same time, they performed yoga asana group-wise

for which they got prizes. This was a great achievement for us. Our children felt happy taking part in the

event. 

The difference between the impossible and the possible lies in a person's determination. - Tommy Lasorda
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FUTURE- OLDER GIRLS 

UDAAN program focuses on completion of basic education, suitable accommodation with the

dignified source of livelihood and adequate skills and acquiring overall self-reliance by the time they

cross 18 years and support after that too. On 6th August, our children named Meghana, Manoja,

Latha, Dhanalakshmi participated in a 3-days UDAAN workshop. They learned so many things from

this workshop. It was very much useful work as the children got clarity on many of their dilemmas. The

children became serious and inspired by the many of success stories of children from a similar

background.

The

UDAAN program
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FUTURE- OLDER GIRLS 

Our State office conducted a workshop for future children on January 18th at Tarnaka, Hyderabad for

three days. Six future children and HMC cum Future Co-ordinator Ms. Pushpalatha attended training for

the first two days. In this, they explained the topics like dealing with adolescent emotions and, how the

children will think and behave in early adolescence, middle adolescence and late adolescence through

role-plays and other adult learning tools.

Key Programs/Activities of Young Adults: 

For young adults, the Rainbow state's future team is organized various activities on life education and

career. 

    We had key programs for YAs on various topics, such as - Udaan workshop, Environment and finance

management, life exposure on migrant families, reading books, health and hygiene –covid precautions

and awareness on the covid vaccine, Ambedkar Jayanthi, drawing session workshop on Gender.

The
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Outing and Exposure Visit

 In the month of June, we have taken children to National Park, Iskon temple for sightseeing and

recreation purpose. Children enjoyed a lot of this exposure. They had been provided with good

food which was specially prepared along with snacks. They felt very happy by seeing and

enjoying the sightseeing. Children also visited Shilparamam and got knowledge of prominent and

historic people. Later on, they enjoyed Pedal Boating, camel and Horse Riding walking on Water

balloons. All of these made children enjoy themselves a lot. They have returned home at 8.00 pm

after a daylong exposure.

The
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FESTIVALS & CELEBRATION

World day against child labor
On the day of International world day againsed Child

Labor, Our children and team  organized a rally

against child labour.  CRDS project director gave

awareness speach and we verified many shops that

anyboady working as a child labour. 

Ambedkar jayanthi

Ambedkar Jayanti or Bhim Jayanti is

an annual festival observed on 14

April to commemorate the birth of B.

R. Ambedkar, the founder of the

Indian constitution. PI Saddam Basha

sir had explained about Ambedkar

and his services to the nation and the

depressed classes of India.

Gandhi Jayanthi
Gandhi Jayanthi has been celebrated on 2nd

October in the home, all children involved in it.

On this occasion, they garlanded Gandhi's

photo and paid tributes to the father of the

Nation. 17



FESTIVALS CELEBRATED

Deepavali

Christmas

The festival of Diwali was celebrated on the 27th of

october by all the children and staff in the Home.

Like any other festival, the children had head bath,

wear their good clothes and dressed up in a colorful

dress. The staff of the Home and CRDS also joined

the celebrations. They brought crackers with them to

distribute to the children and enjoyed their company.

Children’s Day

On 14th November Children’s Day was celebrated in

Crescent Rainbow Home. This day is the birthday of

Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru, the First Indian Prime

Minister, a cake was cut to initiate the celebrations.

We celebrated children’s day for three days. On the

last day, our children organized a rally. 

Our donors, who visited the Home on this day, cut

the Christmas cake. And spoke about the importance

of the Christmas festival. They blessed the children.

All the children were happy to receive their share of

Christmas cakes and caps on this occasion. Special

food was served for the children who felt happy. 
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ENGAGEMENT WITH FAMILIES

In the month of November, we conducted a parents' meeting at Crescent Rainbow Home.

During Parent's meetings, they were sensitized on Children's education, Health & hygiene

and on the achievements made by their children in the home. Parents were updated with

the Children’s Health, behavior and educational progress. Our Project in Incharge

explained the importance of the Ammavodi scheme of the state Government which

provides cash to the poor families who send their wards to school. After that, he shared

the success stories of our children in all aspects and showed the prizes of our children.

After that, the responsibilities of caring parents were explained to them especially with

regard to securing entitlements and solicited their involvement in other important

decisions of children henceforth. 
19



BUILDING SOCIAL

PERSPECTIVE

On January 31st, our state office team conducted CPC (child Protection Committee) training. For

this training, S. Pushpalatha (HMC) attended the meeting in which state office team members

discussed and clarified the doubts on Child Protection Committee (CPC) and Child Protection

Policy (CPP). Back at home, all these were discussed with other staff the importance of CPC and

CPP in the healthy development of a child and reconstituted it and resolved to strengthen it. 

In the month of November, our team members S. Saddam

Basha (Project Incharge) and S. Pushpalatha (Home

management Co-ordinator) attended the meeting conducted

by the RHP team. It was on Review and reflection of our

year-long activities and learning lessons and moving in the

right direction. As a result, back at the home, all these were

discussed with other staff and did the Review and reflection

in turn. 
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Special achievements

Our Home needs some of the facilities like Bathrooms, Home

Painting, and Roof Slab Replacement. Our children are getting many

problems due to fewer bathrooms, leaking roofs and in meantime our

donors Mr. Viswanath Chowdary (Circle Inspector) and his friends

came forward to help and provided the following facilities to our

children;

 1. Extra Bathrooms cum toilets, 

2. Roof Slab Replacement, 

3. Paintings to the walls, 

4. Mesh to windows.  

Successfully we did it this year !!!

The first thing which we achieved was the construction of bathrooms which was mobilized

through civil society with the help of Mr. Viswanath Chowdary (Circle Inspector). 

In the month of December, our donors inaugurated new toilets cum bathrooms. During this event,

the attended dignitaries delivered inspirational speeches to our children. In this event, our

children performed yoga asanas. The program was ended with felicitation to our donors. 

The second thing which we achieved was Home painting. Before that, Our Home looked dull with

old paintings. But now our Home wore bright colors and so was our children’s faces.

Due to heavy rainfall, our Home roof was damaged in some places and there was a water leakage

problem. With this, a roof slab replacement was done to the Home. Now the leakage problem was

resolved. 

To protect our children from mosquitoes or any insects, we provided mesh to the windows. With

this, there is no chance for mosquitoes/rats to enter through windows. All the things which were

mentioned above are mobilized through civil society worth Rs. 6,00,000. This was a very great

achievement for us. 21
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Our Team!

It's our strength that our team is committed and continuing the service at

present there are 10 team members.

Our team member named Irfana worked as Home Management Coordinator. She was relieved

from our team as she got another job in Bangalore. We arranged a farewell party for her. She felt

happy and shared her experience. We appreciate her work. Ms.Pushpalatha has been promoted

to Home Management coordinator.

All the best Pushpalatha for your new role!!!

Farewell of Team member
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Monitoring visit by State office

In the month of November (04.11.2019 to 05.11.2019), a Monitoring visit was held by State

Office Team. All the Home Team members participated in this review and reflection monitor

visit conducted by Arunmai, Ambika, Samad, kranthi, shivakumar, Lavanya, Mamatha and

Alivelu.  They visit all the places of the home included information regarding the registers to

be maintained in the Rainbow Home. This review meeting was very useful as it gave valuable

information about how to deal with the children, how to develop cordial relationships and

communicate with the children to make them feel at Home. Training on the modern teaching

aspects and personality development of the children was very useful which improves

efficiency while dealing with the children.

Thank you friends 24



Finding quality staff and retaining them is also becoming problematic with limited

honorarium being provided to them compared to the competitive market offerings.

Another challenge is, it is getting very difficult for the staff to handle the Parents who

want to take their children from the Rainbow Home and involve the children in their

earnings at times, and they quarrel with the staff for not allowing them to take.

Sometimes children too don’t come back to the rainbow homes because of the parent’s

pressure.

The major issue by CWC is that they are forcing us to enroll our children in Government

KGBV’s.  Also, they are doing delay in giving order copies to our children. 

Due to heavy rainfall, our building was slightly damaged. In some places, there is a

leakage. We are trying to get it repaired.

Our 10th class children total of 13 students are going to write the public examinations

which are near. Our children and staff are putting in hard work to get good results. This is

a big challenge for us.

Due to COVID 19, our children's families lose their livelihood and income. To help and

support them, we distributed provisions two times. For the first time, we distributed

vegetables worth Rs. 1500 to each family mobilized through civil society. It is a matter of

satisfaction to us. For the second time, we distributed provisions donated by RHP worth

Rs. 2500. In this grim situation, the provisions which were distributed to parents helped

them a lot. They felt very happy about this support. 

Also, we distributed food packets to hundreds of people who are living on the streets. 

Difficulities & Challenges
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Media Coverage
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Our Donors

Board  of Trustee

Association for Rural and urban needy (ARUN)

Wind World India CSR Groups 
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Our Financial
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Our Gallery
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Our Gallery
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Contact us

www.crdsindia.org

Off.Address: D.No 28-4-599, Near Edga Maiden
Gate, Drivers' Colony, Anantapur, Andhra

Pradesh-515001, Contact No:08554 242456
Home Address: 6-1-508, Lakshmi Nagar, Anantapur, 
Andhra Pradesh-515001, Contact No:08554 247456

Email: crdssociety@rediffmail.com, crdssociety56@gmail.com
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Thank You
for helping us and standing with us!!!


